IN TODAY’S
TABLOID-DRIVEN
WORLD, STARS
ARE SUPPOSED
TO HAVE AN
“IMAGE,” A
“PERSONA,” AND
A MARKETABLE
“STORY” THE
PUBLIC CAN
LATCH ON TO.

FABOLOUS

JUST WANTS TO
MAKE RECORDS.
WHAT’S A
RAPPER TO DO?
WORDS THOMAS GOLIANOPOULOS
IMAGES CLAY PATRICK MCBRIDE
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That fan base, however, has never been
clearly defined. Fab has spent his six-year career straddling the line between teenybopper
pinup and serious street MC—rapping candy
on R&B collabos for high school girls (“Can’t
Let You Go” with Lil’ Mo), while spitting gristle for hard-rock hip-hop heads (“Keepin’ It
Gangsta” with Styles and Jadakiss). His versatility, in this sense, has hurt him.
Compounding the matter, Fab has intimacy issues, lyricswise. He keeps his listeners at
arm’s length. Yeah, there was “One Day” on
his debut, Ghetto Fabolous, where he rhymed
about the risks of hustling and the price of fame,
but he’s never really bared his soul on a record.
He’s never made a “Cleaning Out My Closet”
or a “Regrets” or a “Many Men (Wish Death).”
He’s not that type of artist. “I just don’t get personal on a lot of my records,” he says. “You see
how Eminem makes a song about his mom?
I don’t make personal music. I just try to make
entertaining music... My personal story isn’t
mundane, but it’s not spectacular. Everybody
don’t want to hear your personal story.”
That’s debatable. There’s a reason why
MySpace, Facebook and blogs are so popular: In 2007, people want to know everything about everyone. Especially their favorite rap stars. During our interviews, Fabolous
frequently censors himself. Anecdotes about
his family are preceded by, “This is off the record.” An admission to a recent two-year-long
relationship is followed by, “I don’t want to let
this personal stuff [be the focus of the article].”
Even his age is confidential. Sort of. (“We can
say late, late 20s,” he says with a smile.) But
he realizes he has to make concessions. “In
the last two years, I’ve grown a lot,” he says.
“I’ve started to notice that you have to let people see who you are as a person.”
Like a lot of lessons, it was learned the hard
way. Fabolous is opening up to the idea of
opening up, in part because, while both
Ghetto Fabolous and 2003’s Street Dreams
were certified platinum, his last album, 2004’s
Real Talk, barely scraped past gold. He faults
his former label, Atlantic Records, for various
mistakes: coming too early with “Breathe”
as a lead single, not servicing the follow-up
(“Baby”) until weeks after the album’s release,
not releasing the Neptunes-produced “Tit 4
Tat” as a single (though they shot a video for

it) and, finally, not “pushing” the video for “Do
the Damn Thing,” which Fabolous shot out of
his own pocket for $30,000. (That song, incidentally, gave an as-yet-unheralded Atlanta
rapper named Young Jeezy his first major-label exposure.)
While he accepts some blame for the falloff (poor album cover, his choice), Fab “wanted to get away from that system.” In early
2006, he was let out of his contract and officially signed with Def Jam Records, after a
de facto trade that sent Def Jam R&B singer
Musiq to Atlantic.
So it’s a new day. But Fab knows his album
From Nothin’ to Something is entering an industry environment significantly different from
the one Real Talk was released into. Younger
artists like Jeezy, T.I. and Lil Wayne have been
anointed rap’s new superstars—a position
once seemingly reserved for Fabolous.
“I’m not bitter about it at all,” he says. “I
don’t feel like they are in my lane. If it was somebody who made music exactly how I made music, I would be like, ‘Okay, I dropped the ball.
Someone put the jersey on and stole my spot.’”
Rather, Fab’s confident that his new album
will elevate him to that realm. It’s crammed with
potential singles and features such currently
bankable guests as Ne-Yo, Rihanna and Akon.
“I still feel like I have the chance to peak,”
he says. “I don’t know how long you have
that chance. But there comes a time when
your shit is over. If you don’t do it in a certain
amount of time, you lose it. There is a window. And then the game moves on.”
Is that window closing for Fabolous?
“Nope. If you make that connection and
make good music, then your window is still
open. I just want to make the connection
with the people. They know I make good
music...‘Breathe’ did a lot for me as an artist. It
may not have done a lot for me saleswise. Real
Talk may have been a warm-up to this record.
I learned a good lesson: It’s more than just
music. We are in a different era in hip-hop.”
Some things, though, like senseless violence, are still prevalent. On Monday, Oct. 16,
2006, Fabolous went to a friend’s birthday
party at Sean “Diddy” Combs’ restaurant,
Justin’s. The place was pretty crowded. Monday
Night Football was on the wide-screens. After
a few drinks, shortly after midnight, Fabolous
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t’s gotten to that point in the evening when someone suggests a
strip-club run. It usually happens
once the bill is paid, the bottles are
empty and the conversation has petered out. Tonight, it doesn’t get past
the idea stage, which is probably
a good thing. “I want to lay down,”
says Fabolous, who, minutes earlier,
was the guy making the proposition.
He’s now rubbing his belly like a pregnant woman. “The food and the wine
got me in lay-down mode. If I’m not at a
party, all drinks make me sleepy.”
Fabolous spent the last three hours
in the wine cellar, which doubles as the
VIP room, of Philippe, a posh Midtown
Manhattan restaurant, entertaining his
party of eight. And Fab was entertaining. He played pranks (sharing his
appetizer, squab, with friends—
only to inform them, after they’d declared it
delicious, that squab is pigeon). He told stories (reminiscing about teenage days spent at
Brooklyn’s Empire Skating rink). He cracked
jokes. (When asked if he owns a pair of those
$15 sneakers endorsed by New York Knick
Stephon Marbury, he said, “Hip-hop ain’t dead
like that. I ain’t doing that bad.”) Fully in his element, he was the life of the party.
If only the public could have seen it.
Fabolous has a bit of an image problem.
Actually, the problem is that he doesn’t have
much of an image. There are no shocking stories from his past. He doesn’t have a captivating presence. He’s not controversial. His real
name is John Jackson, for Pete’s sake. He’s
just a regular guy from Brooklyn who raps really well and makes good music. Sometimes
great music. (His 2004 single “Breathe” is
one of the best displays of pure mic skills in
recent memory.) Unfortunately, that might not
be enough. “It used to be just about the records,” says Fab. “Now, you have to make
that connection imagewise, with charisma
and personality. People have to buy into your
brand… It’s a little stranger.”
“There are some artists who make that
connection,” he continues. “I think I’m one
of those artists where you don’t hate me, but
people aren’t waving the flag like, ‘I fuck with
Fab. I like Fab’s shit.’ They do like it. I mean,
I have a fan base.”
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left with some friends to go to a release party
for Diddy’s Press Play at the nightclub Crobar.
“Walking to the parking lot, everything felt
funny,” he remembers. “It was like, ‘This shit
don’t feel right.’ I just felt this cool wind, like
something you feel but isn’t there.”
They paid the parking attendant, and as
they walked to the car, Fab heard someone
scream, “Yo, what’s up.” He turned and saw
a gun. “My first instinct was to run,” he says.
“So I just ran. I heard shots and ran.” Upon
returning to Justin’s, he saw blood trickling
onto his Air Force Ones. He wasn’t sure if he
was shot—he never felt it. He pressed his
jeans onto his thigh, saw a hole and stuck
his finger in it. Blood. People in the restaurant
started panicking, so Fab told his friends to
take him to a hospital.
“He’s driving retardedly,” says Fab of
Rascharm Davis, who took the wheel of the
white 2005 Dodge Magnum. “Through red
lights.” Police pulled the car over and called an
ambulance, after seeing that Fab was wounded. “A few hours later, they put handcuffs on
me in the [hospital] bed.” Fabolous and the
three men in his car—Davis, Kevin Bass and
Percell German—were arrested on weapons
charges after police found two loaded semiautomatic pistols inside the vehicle. Police then
investigated whether the incident was related
to a robbery from earlier that night.
About 30 minutes before Fabolous was
shot, Boston Celtics guard Sebastian Telfair’s
chain was snatched near Justin’s. According
to the New York Post, Telfair followed the
thief into the eatery and saw him talking with
members of Fabolous’ entourage. A witness
who spoke to the paper said they overheard
Telfair on his cell phone saying, “Get over
here and take care of it.”
The next night, Telfair viewed police lineups, which included Fabolous and the three
men in the car. He didn’t finger anyone.
Fabolous denies any connection to the robbery. “I don’t rob people,” he says. “I don’t
need to rob anybody. For them to say that
I rob people or run with a crew of robbers…”
“It’s a good episode of New York
Undercover,” he continues. “The badder
I sound, the better the story is. They just
throw it in there to make the recipe fuckin’
better. Sprinkle an NBA player, stir in Justin’s,
and there you have it.”
Fab’s complaint speaks to a point: As sad
as it sounds, in today’s pop-culture climate, the
shooting is just the type of scandalous event
that makes for great television—and sells lots
of records. (Soon after the incident, Def Jam
changed the release date for From Nothin’ to
Something, which had been first quarter ’07, to

December ’06. Coincidence or not, it didn’t matter. “The album wasn’t ready,” says Fabolous.
It will come out April 17.) Regardless, Fab refuses to exploit something like that. “That’s not
what works for me,” he says. “I make music.
I’m not going to be walking around with a bulletproof vest. That’s not my story.”
Two weeks after the dinner at Philippe,
Fabolous finally makes it to that strip club in
the Bronx. Problem is, it’s a Thursday night,
and Wednesday is the spot’s “good night.”
(Wednesday happened to be Valentine’s Day,
and Fab decided that would be “kinda pathetic.”) Thursday night, it turns out, there are no
strippers. It’s just a bar, and it’s really dead.
But the music, mostly early-’90s club hits like
Heavy D’s “Now That We Found Love,” is
deafening, so Fab heads into a back hallway
for quiet. Almost immediately, he addresses
his public persona, or the lack thereof.
“You know what it is,” he says. “As I get to
know someone, I warm up to them. At first,
I’m a little cold. Not cold, just bland, and feeling the person out. But with my friends, I’m
very open. People I just meet, I’m concerned
with their perception of me. Maybe what’s a
joke to me might not be funny to them. You
ever said a joke and people didn’t get it? It’s
like, ‘Okaaaay.’ But if you were sitting with
friends, it would be hilarious.”
He cradles his glass of Grey Goose and
cranberry and takes a deep breath. He’s tired,
and not because it’s getting late again. When
he’s out in public, he has to be in “Fabolous
mode, even when I’m not Fabolous,” he says.
“When I step in the house, then I can be
myself. I’m a regular guy and do a lot of shit
other celebrities don’t do. Like when I’m shopping in the supermarket, I’m like, ‘Should I be
doing this? Shouldn’t I have my assistant doing this?’ I’ll walk into a bodega, and people will be like, ‘You look like Fab.’ ‘Um, I am
Fab.’ You’re not supposed to be so accessible. If you’re close [enough] to touch, then either you’re not a celebrity or you fell off. I’m
only going to live once, though. I don’t know
if I want to compromise what I want to do. It’s
a tug-of-war.”
Earlier in the evening, after ordering his
drink, Fab was approached by an older gentleman who looked like he might be the club’s
manager, along with three younger guys in
suits. He introduced them as Fabolous fans
and mentioned that they are affiliated with a
liquor company. Fab managed a joke about
bottle service. They laughed, but it was followed by an uncomfortable silence.
Did he make a connection? Who knows.
But at least he’s trying.

